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Discover three sides of Egypt: exuberant Cairo, with its Arabian Nights bazaars and breathtaking

pyramids; Luxor, with its wealth of age-old temples and magnificent tombs; and timeless Aswan,

gateway to Abu Simbel and other Nubian monuments. In this discerning guide renowned author

Michael Haag takes you to the very heart of Egypt, allowing you to plan an unforgettable trip. *

Includes in-depth cultural and historical backgrounds * Contains practical travel advice and

easy-to-use maps * Hand-picks the best places to stay and eat * Recommends the top sites for

each region. "In a class of its own" -The Daily Telegraph
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"Standouts these days are Cadogan Guides . . . sophisticated, beautifully written."--American

Bookseller (US)"Bursting with practical information and in-depth knowledge, Cadogan Guides also

make a cracking good read."--The Times (UK)"We tout these guides a lot, we must confess, but

we're suckers for good, humorous writing." --Book Passage (US)"Standouts these days are

Cadogan Guides . . . sophisticated, beautifully written."--American Bookseller (US)"Bursting with

practical information and in-depth knowledge, Cadogan Guides also make a cracking good

read."--The Times (UK)"We tout these guides a lot, we must confess, but we're suckers for good,

humorous writing." --Book Passage (US)

Like jewels on a silver thread, the Nile cities of Cairo, Luxor and Aswan reflect three of Egypt's



many faces: the sprawling caravanserai of Cairo with its gleaming skyscrapers, heady bazaars and

Islamic monuments, its toes tickled by the pyramids of Giza and the desert; Luxor's extraordinary

wealth of age-old temples and breathtaking tombs; and timeless Aswan, gateway to Abu Simbel and

other Nubian monuments rescued from Lake Nasser's rising waters. See ecstatic whirling dervishes

and gyrating belly dancers; take camel rides through desert landscapes or felucca trips on the river.

Renowned author Michael Haag's assured, detailed and incomparable guide captures the essence

of Egypt with wit and discernment.Inside you will find:* Practical travel advice* Over 50 hand-picked

places to stay* Over 60 restaurants, bars & cafes* 40 maps and site plans* Fully revised information

on Nile cruises* Stunning color photography* fascinating illustrations of sites --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I got this book because the latest Lonely Planet was coming out while I was in Egypt. At first glance

it seemed great, especially since I was a solo traveler not on a tour. At a closer glance I noticed that

none of the hotels or eateries were actually shown on the maps - definitely a downside when

walking around solo in a foreign non-English speaking country. The best thing going for this book is

the descriptions of the temples and other sites. They are wonderful and allowed me to save money

by not hiring a guide for everything I saw. However, as other readers commented, my book fell apart

almost immediately starting with the picture pages and eventually the entire book. In addition, the

food and accommodation recommendations were limited, especially when on a tight budget as I

was. In the end, Lonely Planet released their latest version online the day before I left so I

purchased the chapters I needed to supplement this book.I would recommend this book in addition

to your guide book of choice only if you need detailed descriptions of the sites you are going to see.

If you are on a tour and/or have a guide (which is how most people in Egypt choose to travel), you

won't need this guidebook.Overall, this book does not hold it own against the other guidebooks out

there.

Excellent information. I took it with me on a recent river cruise on the Nile. Useful & accurate.

However the book "fell apart" during our journey; first color pages came out.

Doesn't have much info - it's a Rough Guide diluted 5:1.Huge empty page margins, big spacing

between lines...Adds nothing to my Rough Guide...

I could not have asked for a better companion when I traveled in Egypt this spring. Michael Haag is



a real expert; his guide is packed with informed comments and fascinating insights. And the

practical information is extremely helpful and accurate. I recommend this book very highly.

We are going to Egypt this fall and a friend of ours recommended this book. I am glad he did

because it gives us a lot of insite into Egypt.
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